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Abstract. The main advantages from using Scientific Workflow Management
Systems to manage a large-scale scientific experiment are their automatic
parallel execution and the improvement of result analysis through provenance
data. Provenance data becomes especially useful for scientists when it is clearly
associated to their domain data. In our experience, provenance data also reveals
important optimizations opportunities in parallel execution and allows for user
steering of workflows at run-time. The algebraic parallel execution engine is
fine tuned by provenance statistics and users have explored provenance through
steering support to visualize partial results from computational fluid dynamics
simulations, to improve iterative uncertainty quantification applications in
geophysics and to evaluate parameter setting and algorithms in several
bioinformatics analyses. We discuss three of our real use cases of provenance
data analysis with users from these different domains.

1 Introduction
Scientific experiments based on computer simulations are usually performed by
multiple combinations of programs, each of which has a set of parameters and input
data. These experiments can be modeled as scientific workflows and managed by
Scientific Workflow Management System (SWfMS). Several SWfMS present a
workflow execution engine with parallel execution in clusters or clouds [1–4].
However, in most systems, provenance is treated as a separate component. They
generate an execution log and, only when the workflow finishes execution, this log is
loaded into a provenance database [5]. The provenance ends up being specific to one
workflow execution and is not available for runtime user steering.
In our algebraic workflow approach [6,7], i.e. Chiron/SciCumulus, the parallel
execution engine is driven by the provenance database. The algebraic workflow
definition is stored in relations inside the provenance database. The engine reads them
and develops an optimized execution plan, which is mapped to tasks as a MapReduce
data parallel execution. However, unlike Hadoop, the workflow engine is aware of the
complete dataflow, its semantics provided by the algebra and data provenance from
previous executions. As the workflow is executed, this provenance database is
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augmented with execution time for each task. As the same workflow (or variations) is
executed, the provenance database becomes an important statistics catalog that can be
queried and analyzed. Run-time optimizations can make updates to these
attribute/tuples to change the execution plan and even change some parameters from
the initial workflow definition. To improve provenance queries, we extract domain
data and associate it to other workflow data at the provenance database using PROVWf [8], a specialization of W3C PROV[9].
The next section shows how users have explored our provenance steering support
in real applications like computational fluid dynamics workflows [10] and
phylogenetic workflows [11], to improve iterative uncertainty quantification
applications in geophysics [12] and to evaluate parameter setting [13] and algorithms
in several bioinformatics analyses [14].

2 Provenance driving workflow execution and user steering
Our algebra introduces a set of operators to the relational algebra, which use both
workflow activities and data as operands. An activity is ruled by an operator which
has input relations, some additional operands and the result of this execution is stored
at an output relation, which can be the input relation to the next workflow activity,
represented as: Output relation ← Operator (Activity, Additional Op, Input relation).
It represents algebraic expressions as in Figure 1. A scientific workflow is then a set
of algebraic expressions. Using relations to represent data consumed and produced by
activities allows for representing workflow data uniformly in the provenance
database. Workflow parameters are now attributes of a relation and the parameter
values form the tuples that are consumed and produced.
The simple workflow in Figure 1 has two activities A and B. Activity A is executed
n times with different input data for three parameters: (1) a binary input file; (2) a
parameter value; and (3) the method name to be used by A. Activity A generates one
result value for each execution from Ri tuples. The k attribute relates the input with the
output of A, which is the input of B. Activity B executes a computational simulation
which can be visualized by using a third visualization activity C. In this case, the
workflow would be represented as:
Rm ← Map(A, Ri); Ro ← Reduce(B, "method", Rm); Rv ← Map(C, Ro).
Scientists may query the relation Rm at run-time and check, if result > 0.5 for any
tuple. This would indicate an issue in the obtained model. Thus, they have direct access
to the input and output files associated to these result and may update relation Ri to reset the parameter value and ask Chiron to process that tuple again. If scientists, based
on provenance analysis, are only interested on resultmodels where menergy > 0.9, they
may use relational operations in Ro to filter out unwanted results for next steps.
Provenance data also helps to improve parallel execution [15]. We have been using
provenance in optimization cost functions, resource dimensioning and scheduling
[16]. Chiron optimizes by identifying workflow fragments and associating parallel
dataflow and dispatching strategies for each fragment [6]. Workflows can also be
dynamically optimized at runtime if scientists steer the workflow based on run-time
analyses of provenance data. Next, we discuss three real workflows.
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Figure 1. Algebraic workflow representation, adapted from [3].
In [13], we present an iterative workflow that implements the Lanczos algorithm
to calculate the eigenvalues of several matrixes. Lanczos quickly converges to
approximate eigenvalues in both ends of the matrix spectrum. However, it is not
efficient to compute the whole set of eigenvalues. Scientists usually truncate the
produced series stopping the algorithm on a given iteration, but it is very difficult to
know a priori the ideal step to stop the process. Scientists usually set the number of
steps arbitrarily, what is usually prone to resource wasting. By using the steering
features of Chiron/SciCumulus, scientists monitored and analyzed partial results by
querying the provenance database. They now may decide when to stop the workflow.
The changes scientists do in the workflow configuration immediately affect the
parallel workflow execution at run-time. Our results [13] show that this approach
tends to minimize the waste of resources reducing the overall execution time.
Another use case is SciPhy [11,14], a bioinformatics workflow that process each
input fasta file doing a multiple sequence alignment (MSA), an alignment conversion,
a model election and building phylogenetic trees. A typical parallel execution of
SciPhy may last for days, especially because scientists usually explore several MSA
programs. Such programs are interchangeable but the quality of results depends on
some characteristics of input data. When scientists can query the provenance database
and partial results, they can evaluate that a given MSA program may not be adequate
for their input dataset. For example, after 12 hours of execution, the scientist receives
a notification saying that the execution may last more than expected and this is
probably because the MSA activity is running slower than expected. In most current
approaches, scientists cannot change the MSA program unless they abort the
workflow and start it again with the new program. Using the steering features of
Chiron/SciCumulus, scientists can interfere in the workflow execution to change the
MSA activity (for example, use ProbCons program instead of MAFFT) [14].
A third use case is a workflow for uncertainty quantification (UQ) in geophysics
[12]. UQ measures the reliability of numerical simulations, exploring the input model
using stochastically varied input to, at the end, ensemble an average result and its
standard deviation. The size of the exploration is associated with the precision that

scientists desire. However it is also difficult to predict the ideal precision prior the
execution, because it depends on the characteristics of input data. By querying
provenance data, scientists evaluate the convergence of the method by grouping and
aggregating data from thousands of explorations within the same workflow. If
satisfactory they may ask for the conclusion of the execution or they may even change
the precision criteria, or filter values to keep the workflow running.
In addition to these three classes of applications, similar improvements have been
obtained in text mining [7], oil & gas, and a large set of bioinformatics workflows
through provenance runtime queries. We are now working on suggesting workflow
data and algorithm configuration using provenance from several previous executions.
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